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Alexander Mathews

Alexander Mathews is a player character played by gekkido.

Alexander Mathews
None Yet

Species & Gender: Male Human
Date of Birth: 4日 1月 YE 20
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Infantry

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement:

Physical Description

Alexander is a well built male that stands about 5'10“ tall, and appears to weigh around 180lbs. His skin
is fair, but lightly tanned color. Atop his head is his short, buzz-cut brown hair that he keeps clean, even if
there isn't too much of it up there. His ears are your average size for a human. His eyes hazel are narrow
and sit straight without the slightest slant to them. His nose is a bit rounded at the tip with the nostrils
flaring out just a bit, which would be considered an average nose.. The bridge of his nose seems to be a
little high, but not too much more than average in which gives him a strong looking nose. Resting below
his nose is his thing lips with a slightly wider mouth than normal, and doesn't seem to flinch for a
moment when it comes to moments of smiling, and when it does open, one will hear a nice, deep,
soothing voice that seems to carry some kind of authority to it. His face is cleanly shaved which gives a
clear view of his rounded chin, and his strong-looking jaw that isn't quite square, but slightly rounded
with high cheek bones.

Ales's strong neck leads down into a pair of strong, broad shoulders that seem to hold plenty of muscles
on his delts. If he was to flex them, the definition they already show would be multiplied a few times,
which are clearly visible with the tank-top he constantly wears. The rest of his body being a little on the
hidden side, but one can definitely tell this human has focused a lot on working out, and sculpting his
body for perfection in martial arts. His torso is of average length, and seems to line up with his waist just
right, which lead down into a strong pair of legs that are hidden by a pair of pants that are of the
standard issue from the Star Army. Those pants are tucked away into a pair of black, leather Combat
Boots that are about an average size for a human his height.

You will find zero scars on Alexander… At least until he starts to get them from being in the military.

If someone is to approach Alex and they have a strong enough nose, they might find that he has a
slightly sweet scent to him. He doesn't wear cologne, or anything of the sort.. An average human may
have to put their nose on his skin to pick up this scent though.
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Personality

Alexander is a very hard working individual. He has shown nothing but 120% of effort in all physical
activities, and even manages to study pretty hard too. Known as a bit of a outgoing nerd, he doesn't
really seem to have too many friends. He has a personal belief that cybernetics shouldn't be used unless
they are absolutely needed, but doesn't hold anyone else to this but himself. He does his best to avoid
fights, as he doesn't really like to hurt anyone unless it needs to be done. He does not take well to being
bullied or pushed around in any way, and will react appropriately despite not liking to fight.

Alex when first meeting someone tends to be rather respectful unless the individual disrespects him in
some way or form. He is blunt, and will let them know as well. He isn't quick to apologize, but he is quick
to forgive, and does his best to hold no grudges.

The few friends he had/has in school tend to gravitate towards him as he is a respectful individual, and
seems to know what to do in certain situations. He has never really had any close friends as he made his
way through his school years. The people closest to him are his parents.

History

Besides being a good kid, and growing up in a decent family of good ol' fashion humanity, Alex seems to
be drawn to conflict and war. He is drawn to do research on people who have been brave, and the ones
that are brave. This is something he has grown up, and hold close to him which is a part of his driving
force that keeps him motivated.

As a kid, Alexander seemed to be an average child that lived on Kennewes. Of course, his father had his
guns, and maybe a couple of bows for use. His father completely missing the military as well as his
mother. His family has been farming for quite a while at this point. Being brought up by his parents, they
had preached to him that he is a normal human, so he should not join the military. His parents know
about his interest in military conflicts, but constantly tried to talk him out of it. Despite the fact, his father
still trained him how to shoot and maintain firearms as well as bows. Alex seemed more interested in the
bows to say the least. He felt they commanded a bit more skill, which he seemed to cherish more than
holding a cold gun in his hands.

When Alexander turned 20, he found that he wanted to enlist in the Star Army of Yamatai. He did so
without the knowledge of his parents. They didn't like it, and they most definitely expressed their
thoughts, opinions, and their disappointment in his decision to join the Star Army. He had a full week of
getting an ear full, and his parents seem to grow a little distant to him, but beyond that, they still loved
him, and eventually helped him on his way. His father even giving him a parting gift of a brand new
compound bow. It is a rather powerful one, but probably won't hold up against many military grade
weapons.

While Alexander was going through training, he excelled at most things he did. Though, he did run into
some issues with strength and speed when compared to other transhumans, and races. This bothered
him a little bit as they were roughly the same build as him, but stronger and faster. This only made him
train harder, but there is only so much that training can do for an average human.
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Now that he has finished his training, he seems to be waiting for his chance to board his new temporary
home, the YSS Kaiyō II.

Skills Learned

Domestic - Most of the time when he was living with his parents, he had to take care of his own laundry,
cleaning his room, and even taking turns with cooking.

Fighting - Growing up as a kid, he participated in a martial arts club in school. It was more of a mixed
martial arts, but it is one of the many thing he had done while growing up. He also learned how to fire
pistols and rifles from his father. The bow is something else his father showed him how to use, and it was
Alexander's key focus for projectile style weapons. He might be better with this than anything else. Also,
going through training, he decided to go with power armor, and the main reason for this, a gauss assisted
bow is to blame for this.

Physical - Alexander put in far more work than most other when in school and during training just to try
to keep up. He is a little faster than your average human when running, and seemingly almost as agile as
one of the cat-eared races. He also did a bit of weight lifting to help himself out on his strength. He may
not be as strong as some of the transhuman races, but he can hold his own.

Technology Operation - Most of Alexander's experience with technology when in school, and going
through basic training. Most of this is just dealing with computers on a daily basis. Also, a lot of his father
and mother's farm was computer operated. He also learned how to use the Kessaku OS for Star Army
operations.

Mathematics - Training was a breeze on this part for his classes, except maybe trigonometry. His school
only got him up to advanced algebra.

Vehicles - Alexander spent a lot of time driving around the farm to help check on automated equipment,
and used a car or pick-up truck to do this. He even drove a hauler a few times for his father. Though, he
may not bed the best driving a large vehicle, he can manage smaller vehicles just fine.

Communications - A lot of this was taught to him while he was in training for the Star Army. He can
handle any communications he needs to make with ease after enough training in either the Trade
language or Yamataigo… However, his hand writing might be a little sketchy as he needs more practice.

Social Connections

Alexander Mathews is connected to:

Father - Richard Mathews
Mother - Alison Mathews
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Inventory & Finance

Alexander Mathews has the following:

Compound Bow - Shoots up to 450ft per second.

Alexander Mathews currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by gekkido on 01, 19 2020 at 13:27 using the Character Template Form.

In the case gekkido becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Alexander Mathews
Character Owner gekkido
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders
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